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METAVERSE
How Will it Really Be?

Anata is powered by AyCode, registered in Munich – and
the first investment by CM-Equity in Metaverse, before
we even knew the word! This interview with the founders
of ANATA answers many questions surrounding our
curiosity for Metaverse -

What will it look like? Who can access it? Is ANATA a
Metaverse concept?

An Interview with the creators of ANATA World 

Anata is a 3D Social Platform where interactions can take

place between friends, colleagues and businesses together!

Adam Gelencser
Founder

Gergely Galgoczi
Founder
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What is the difference between Metaverse and Virtual Reality, if there is any?

Well, Virtual Reality is a manmade reality, that is interactive, and that’s pretty much all
of the expectations towards it. Metaverse is a deeper level of immersion, it is also
manmade, and interactive, but there are more core elements of the concepts, like one
should feel Metaverse being reality as much as possible, to the point of maybe being
unable to tell the difference. Also, it is expected to be possible to meet others in it, to
have an own interior economy, and that it should be uninterrupted (it should be
existing even if no one is using it).

So, is Anata a Virtual Reality or a Metaverse concept?

Anata is between the Virtual Reality and Metaverse concept, closer to the Metaverse
one though. Anata already features many capabilities of the core expectations of
Metaverse and many that are not described in either of these 2 concepts. Anata is a
platform where people can create and share interactive virtual reality environments, it
also has its own financial system and is ready to have its own economy, it also exists
even if no one is looking at it.

And which capabilities are not described in the above concepts?

Firstly, the main principle of Anata is that it should be highly accessible. We believe
that Metaverse - to be widely accessible - simply can not be limited to one platform,
and especially can not be limited to any expensive technology. At the time of the
creation of the definition of Virtual Reality and Metaverse, there were no different
platforms. So, nobody thought of dealing with the problem of the world using different
devices to consume the same content. Same situation with the next principle: Anata is
massively social. In the last 10 years, the world has learned that social media is one of
the most powerful features of the internet, so that can’t be left out of such a novel
technology.

These two main elements in the concept of Anata results, that Anata is a platform
designed to run on average and most common devices, that can run such complex
system. That means we release Anata on Windows and Macintosh pcs and laptops
first. Then in the second phase, we will release Anata on Playstation and Xbox, and
once there are enough devices sold, Anata is prepared to be accessed with VR
headsets or even Holographic ones. It is important to be able to let the most people
access Anata, and, to let them create and share not only their 3D content but also
ANY content, that they are already expecting: post images, videos, stories.

Full interview coming soon...!
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It is a concept of a persistent, online, 3D-universe that combines different virtual spaces.
It can be seen as a future iteration of the internet, which will allow users to work, meet,
game, and socialize together in it.

Right now, the metaverse isn’t in existence, but some platforms contain metaverse-
like elements; like video games where in-game events are hosted and virtual economies
are created. Cryptocurrencies are a great fit for the virtual economies of the metaverse.
There can be different types of utility tokens and virtual collectibles.

For payments (and of course store of value) Bitcoin, or more precisely the Lightning
Network, would be perfect. For NFTs, at least for now, Ethereum, Polygon, Solana, and
perhaps the Binance Smart Chain are the means of choice, even if you must make
different trade-offs in terms of decentralization and speed. Also, other features of the
blockchain technology like DAOs can provide transparent and reliable governance
systems.

Continued on page 4…
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Who will build the Metaverse?

For companies like Facebook, it’s the race to build the next platform, to host as much as
possible there, to save intellectual property rights and virtual property. If Facebook built
the Metaverse, it would benefit massively. It has already more users, daily usage and
user-generated content creation than any other platform on earth; with a Metaverse, it
would increase that even further in a significant way.
But will Facebook really built the Metaverse? I believe Facebook and other tech
companies will build parts of it, and together they will be virtual spaces in the Metaverse,
but they won’t be the Metaverse.

Philipp Hartmannsgruber, 
Corporates & Digital Markets at CM-Equity AG
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This promotional communication is for advertising and information purposes only. It does not
constitute a public offer. The information provided does not constitute an investment
recommendation or an invitation to buy or sell securities and cannot replace professional
investment advice. Any investment in financial instruments, and in particular shares, is associated
with risks that may lead to a total loss of the capital invested. This promotional communication is
not adapted to personal circumstances and needs. Any decision to subscribe, buy or sell a
particular security should be made on the basis of adequate, unbiased information (e.g., investor
information or prospectus9 and, if necessary, with the assistance of a professional investment
advisor. CM-Equity does not provide such investment advice.

CM-Equity could not verify the assumptions underlying the information and forecasts provided, as
these are not known. In particular, CM-Equity does not guarantee that the stated revenues,
earnings or other projections will occur or that the stated objectives will be achieved. Insofar as
the information contains forward-looking statements, in particular with regard to the price
development of markets or securities, these are considered forecasts whose occurrence is not
known. The performance numbers represent the realized returns in the past. A past performance
is not a reliable indicator for future.

The Institute may receive a commission in connection with investment brokerage. Commissions
and other benefits are disclosed to investors. CM-Equity may receive a consulting fee from
companies. CM-Equity and its related persons or entities may hold shares of publicly traded
companies or buy and sell positions on a day-to-day basis, creating a potential conflict of interest.
CM-Equity has taken certain precautions to reduce such conflict. In this regard, a detailed
operating procedure for such transactions has been issued. Nevertheless, a conflict between
personal interests and the interests of the investors cannot be excluded.

CM-Equity does not assume any liability for the correctness and completeness of external links or
statements of third parties. Liability claims against CM-Equity regarding material or immaterial
losses caused by the use or non-use of any information provided, including any kind of
information which is incomplete or incorrect, will therefore be rejected unless caused by intent or
gross negligence on the part of CM-Equity. We reserve the right to make changes.

For more information:

Address: Kaufingerstraße 20 | 80331 | Munich | Germany

Website: www.cm-equity.de

Tel: +49 89 18904740 | Fax: +49 89 189047499 | Email: info @ cm-equity.de

Social media: 

LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | Instagram

Imprint | Data protection notice

Disclaimer
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